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ABSTRACT 

Renewable energy sources such as wind and solar energy for electric power supply 

generation and energy shortages have receive the attention recently. In many communities, 

the cost of energy is largely determined by the cost of the diesel fuel. The idea is derive from 

Prof .Ir.Dr. Shah Rizam that proposed to build cheapest renewable system. This project 

consist three sections that is blade design, Charge Controller, and Rechargeable battery 

design. The main focused is the integration of a battery storage system with room lighting 

during wind speed variation at different room size. The energy storage battery required for 

room lighting powered by wind energy system. The battery storage system which makes its 

integration with vertical blade wind energy system for power supplied that controlled by 

charge controller. This project focus on design battery system for stand- alone room lighting 

in the room with a blade, DC generator, charge controller, Battery storage. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 

Many remote communities are supplied with electrical energy produced by diesel 

generators. In many of these communities, the cost of energy is largely determined by the 

landed cost of the diesel fuel. The urgent need to reduce the cost of energy has led to the 

investigation of the use of renewable energy sources, such as the wind, to replace some or 

all of the fuel consumed. The small wind turbines in conjunction with battery storage, can 

replace the electrical energy produced by diesel generators in electrical applications [1]. 

Wind Power has been the fastest growing energy in the developed countries across the 

globe due to its increasingly attractive economics, its substantial environmental 

advantages and supportive energy policies [2]. Wind resources are good alternatives to 

provide energy power. Winds are also the most available renewable energy resources. 

Wind is a readily available and renewable source of power. Small wind energy 

conversion systems have the potential to replace the current power source for battery 

charging systems [3].Many types of new battery energy storage systems suitable for 

large-scale energy storage applications have been under development. Since 1985, 

Sumitomo Electric Industries has developed redox-flow batteries in collaboration with 

Kansai Electric Power Co. [4-5]. 

The stand-alone room lighting powered by wind energy should be used to replace the old 

system that can provide a better renewable energy and high efficiency of using energy. 

This stand-alone room lighting powered by wind energy is build with a battery storage 
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